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The BIG Picture
Emission to Air
Fuel
Ballast Water
Waste

Crew & Consumption
Consumers
Emission to Water

Emission to Air,

At FAYARD, SOX reducing Scrubbers have been installed for years
- What’s next?

Scrubbers installed
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FAYARD Installed Scrubbers yearly saves:
- SOX emission from 740,000 tons fuel
- CO2 emission from processing 740,000
tons fuel to MGO/LSHFO
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This is Next!
Continuously lowering of the Emissions
on the road towards Zero Emissions.
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LOWER EMISSION
PROJECTS
ENERGY
EFFICIENCY
BY ALL MEANS
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Selected Case Stories
Of LNG propulsion reducing SOX and NOX emmissions
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LNG as Fuel, the vessels are already here

and at FAYARD
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LNG CARRIERS
SECURING THE
GLOBAL LNGINFRASTRUCTURE
ARE ALSO
SERVICED AT
FAYARD
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FOR
LNG VESSELS
WITH GTT MEMBRANES
GAZTRANSPORT &
TECHNIGAZ SA (GTT)
HAS
TECHNICAL
SERVICE
AGREEMENT –
REPAIR
WITH FAYARD
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LOWERING
EMISSIONS TO AIR
BY SWITCHING TO
DUAL FUEL
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A different approach to emission to air
Switching to a dual fuel solution
FURETANK CARRIED OUT THE LNG CONVERSION OF FURE WEST
AT FAYARD A/S.
Regarding the conversion of FURE WEST, Mr. Höglund, CEO of
Furetank Rederi AB points out:
“It’s important to us as a company that we continue on the road
towards no emissions, since 2011 FURE WEST has been certified as
“Green Vessel” according to the CSI and adding to that we now will
reduce CO2, eliminate SOx and PM and minimize NOx when
converting to LNG”.
Together with the engine maker MAK in Germany, supplier Pon
Power in Denmark, Taylor-Wharton which manufactured the
tanks and LNG fuel system in Slovakia and the fact that the work
was carried out at FAYARD A/S in Munkebo Denmark, the
Furetank Rederi AB project LNG CONV stays true to the wish
from the Commission, to use European workmanship.
After the LNG conversion at FAYARD A/S, the FURE WEST trades
in the Northern European ECA, employed by Furetank Chartering.
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LOWER
NOX- EMISSIONS
BY
SELECTIVE
CATALYTIC
REDUCTION
SYSTEM
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Urea tank with dosing unit
and control system

Injector spools installed together
with prefab pipe spools.

SCR Unit no. 3 of 3
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Range of Installation for SCR system
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

SCR Reactors including NOx-reducing catalyst elements.
SCR Injection units with mixing element and boss for injector.
SCR Mixing pipes.
SCR Dosing Units, GMDS, Urea Tank, Urea membrane pump,
Urea injector, field sensors, integrated PLC & NOx sensor.
SCR Soot blower system.
Electrical installation and integration.
Pipe work.
Foundation structures.
Insulation of renewed pipe system.

LOWERING THE
VOLATILE
ORGANIC
COMPOUND
EMISSIONS

Today Teekay shuttle tankers uses as
supplement to the fuel
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HYBRID
Energy Storage Systems
for reducing emission to air

Selected Case Stories
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Hybrid Energy systems

© Scandlines / Claus Lillevang
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 Vessels are dependent on always having enough
power for vessel operation in all terms
 When one single solution is not the right approach,
the securing of the propulsion can be achieved
combining more state-of-the-art solutions into one
Hybrid Energy system
 At FAYARD we have teamed up with Owners in a
wide range of system combinations to achieve the
most suitable Hybrid Energy systems for specific
vessels:
 Emission hybrids
 Fuel system hybrids
 Power generation hybrids
 Energy Storage Systems
 And more to come

Electrical – Electrical
Propulsion
HYBRID Options
- Diesel - Emission controlled by closed loop Scrubbers
- Diesel – Electrical - Emission controlled by closed loop Scrubbers
- Electrical – Electrical - Zero Emission from the propulsion
Scandlines is the first ferry operator in the world introducing a large
scale hybrid system, which can store excess energy in batteries on
board.
Scandlines' visions of sustainable ferry services go even further. The
ambition of the green strategy is ultimately zero emission;
that is, a propulsion system for the ferries without any emissions.
A key goal is to optimize the fuel consumption of the two new ships
for Rostock-Gedser – and to comply with applicable environmental
requirements.
This is done by Scandlines' award-winning hybrid propulsion system
and by exhaust gas cleaning solutions (closed loop scrubbers), which
reduce the Sulphur emissions by at least 90 percent and thereby
comply with the 2020 standards for Sulphur limits.
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Battery power
a condition for vessel contracts
DOF CARRIED OUT THE HYBRID CONVERSION OF SKANDI MONGSTAD AT
FAYARD
DOF’s Skandi Mongstad went to FAYARD for conversion early 2018.
The conversion for battery hybrid operation is now required under
contracts awarded by Equinor: All vessels to be equipped with hybrid
battery operation, and the possibility of
shore power connection. This will allow the vessel to reduce fuel
consumption while working in dynamic positioning mode.
Equinor says, that with an ambition of being a leader in carbon-efficient oil
and gas production, it is focusing on reducing emissions from its logistics
activities. The contract requirement will allow to focus on optimizing our
operations to continuously improve operation, safety and energy
efficiency.
Hybrid propulsion that combines electric drives, diesel generators and
batteries can make offshore vessels more fuel efficient, reducing fuel
consumption, CO2 emissions and enhancing the level of redundancy
onboard.
Batteries also smooth the load by compensating for peaks and troughs, as
well as enhancing safety and reliability by providing back-up in the event of
blackouts.
The ability of battery-based Energy Storage Systems to provide peak
shaving, power smoothing and power for dynamic positioning operations,
features are especially applicable to OSVs.
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Rising innovative solutions
for reducing emission to air
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LOWER
EMISSIONS
OPTIMIZING THE
HULL FRICTION
AND THE
HYDRODYNAMICS
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Silicone Antifouling
 Reducing resistance on the hull creates significant
savings of fuel
 FAYARD meets the higher applying demands this
paint system requires:
- Special equipment needed, including heated
sprayers
- Special processes needed with high level of
documentation and accuracy
 Latests projects are made with Hempadur X7
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LOWER
EMISSIONS
USING
AIR
LUBRICATION
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LOWER
EMISSIONS
USING
WIND
ASSISTED
SHIP
PROPULSION
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NEW MARITIME COOLING TECHNOLOGY
Patented Cooling Technology, driven by waste heat from the ship’s main and
auxiliary engines, reduces onboard electricity production, consumption and
related emissions.
Technology:

Absorption Cooling

Refrigerant:

WATER

Savings Potential: 90%+
Reduces:

Fuel consumption and CO2/NOx emissions

Scandlines’ Prinsesse Benedicte has the COOL4SEA cooling solution in use since 2017.
COOL4SEA’s patented cooling technology utilizes the ship’s waste heat for cooling
e.g., the crew quarters, service areas, batteries (ESS) etc.
The cooling system is based on absorption cooling and developed specifically for
use on ships.
By recycling the ship’s thermal waste energy and utilizing it for heat-driven cooling,
the ship’s amount of fuel-generated electricity used for cooling can be reduced by
over 90%.
The design has high adaptability, with a flexible construction that can be adapted to
the conditions of the individual ship. The system is modular and can be carried on
board the ship, through the ship’s hatches, and installed while the vessel is in
operation or at during a yard stay.
The only essential requirement is simply that the technology’s key processes can be
connected to three external process circuits.
The choice of materials and the minimal use of moving parts give the
system high operating reliability and long operational life.
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Green shore connection
Reducing emissions to air when in Port, at lay-up and at
FAYARD.
“COLD IRONING” made possible by FAYARD
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Innovative Green Energy by FAYARD and Danfoss

Most vessels have shore connecting equipment allowing power supply from ashore when in port or yard.
For the onshore supply of power to the vessel, FAYARD and Danfoss together have developed
the ”Clean Power” shore supply system.
At FAYARD we naturally use the solution, and
we sell /rent/lease it to Ports and/or Owners in need for the right interface between vessels and the domestic onshore power grit.
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Innovative Green Energy

 Green Energy solution at FAYARD
FAYARD have 6 mobile shore connecting power supply
systems 300A/690V, 500A/440V & 1500A/440V with
Vacon AC drives to provide electricity from the national
grid to the app 130 vessels and platforms, yearly in doc
at FAYARD or in port.
 The solution can supply the required voltage and the
required frequency.
The green solution has many advantages:
 Proven Technology – has been in operation since 2009.
 Low exhaust emissions, great flexibility.
 Power, voltage and frequency,
 Lower costs of operation and less noise.
 The Green Energy Shore Connections are incorporated
in FAYARD’s ISO14001:2015 certification.
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How FAYARD handles
Energy Efficiency projects
…efficiently!
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EPCIC
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FAYARD’s special focus on
adapting to your
requirements means that
we are able to take on any
roles that you would like
us to.

In doing so, we make sure
that you will see your vessel
handled effectively and that
the project progress is fast,
and your assets spends the
least possible time in yard.

We co-operate very
efficiently with makers and
owners in Energy
Efficiency projects in order
to make a clear split of the
work in the project in
advance, including the
following scopes:

Naturally, quality, safety, and
compliance are warranted by
our various systems and work
ethics.
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Engineering
Procurement
Construction
Installation
Commissioning

FAYARD – Trusted to Perform

Turnkey Solution or Individual Contracts?
OWNER

MAKER
EPCiC
System
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Teaming Up
Installation: Yard, Alongside or During Voyage?

FAYARD
epCIC

Interface Vessel

ENVIRONMENT
Making Global Goals Local
Business
 We are fully committed to conducting our activities in an
environ-mentally responsible manner. In our attempt to
run a yard that is as environmentally friendly as possible
we have amongst others
 Dry Docks are environmentally Closed Loop systems
 Hull Cleaning by Water Jetting as standard
 Shore Power availability reduces vessel emissions
 Tank Washing Water Receive System (Slop)
 Vessels in Inerted condition allowed
 Lower VOC Emission to air than allowed quota
 Waste Management System in operation
 All Chemicals are stores in Secured areas
 Recycling of scrap materials availability
 LED-bulbs where applicable
 EU-approved Ship-recycling
facilities
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FAYARD IN NUMBERS
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Offshore
15%

100%
DELIVERED ON-TIME

PART OF TURNOVER
FROM RETURNING CUSTOMERS

86%

1
0

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

AVERAGE
WORKING
HOURS
PER YEAR

0.6M

DOCK AVAILABILITY

100%
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